THE UNIVERSITY OF SINDH
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES APPEARING AT
PRE-ENTRY TEST FOR THE SESSION 2016

1. Please do not write down your Seat number on the PINK ANSWER SHEET as it’s already printed on it. Result of the test will be declared by the Seat Number and NOT by name.

2. No candidate shall be permitted to appear in the test unless he/she presents the valid Admit card at the time specified for the Pre Entry Test.

3. Candidates are required to sign their Pre-Admission entry test Admit Cards as Admit Cards without signature shall not be accepted. No Identification other than Admit Card is acceptable.

4. Duplicate Admit Card will not be issued for any reason.

5. Candidates are not allowed to leave the examination hall without any valid reason, during the Pre Entry Test.

6. The candidate should use Black Ball point provided to mark the answers. Please note that overwritten or crossed out answers will be treated as blanks.

7. Candidates are advised to handle the PINK ANSWER SHEET carefully and protect it from sweat and dust and not to fold the Answer Sheet because it will have to go through the scanners for scoring.

8. Nothing is to be written on the back of the PINK ANSWER SHEET.

9. Candidates are cautioned to mark their answers on the PINK ANSWER SHEET ONLY and NOT on the Question Paper; otherwise they will not be awarded any mark.

10. Candidates are advised to read the question and the given options very carefully and mark the correct answer on the pink answer-sheet, because once marked it cannot be changed/ altered.

11. Use of any type of Eraser or Covering Fluid can result in damaging the sheet which in turn may affect the correct marking by the OMR. This practice should therefore be avoided.

12. Extra sheet / blank space is provided at the end of the question paper for rough work. This sheet is not to be detached from the question paper.

13. The Test Managers/ invigilators are NOT supposed to answer any query of the candidates during the test regarding the contents of the test. Candidates will have to rely upon their own understanding of the question paper.

14. At the end of the test, the candidates will have to return both the question paper as well as the PINK ANSWER SHEET to the Test Manager/ Invigilator concerned. Any slippage on this could cost the candidate the entry test.

15. All entrances shall be closed at 9.00 am. Late comers will not be permitted inside after this time.

16. Candidates are required to be present in their respective block latest by 9.30 am. The test will be started at 10.00 am sharp.

17. Parents and guardians of the candidates are advised that for their own and other people’s convenience on the Entry Test Day they should NOT PARK THEIR VEHICLES on the main
road (National Highway) adjacent to the University. They may kindly drop the candidates in the morning for Entry test and pick them up after the test is completed in order to avoid any congestion to the flow of traffic.

18. Separate parking space has been allocated for parents and guardians (check the Lay out Plan on our website). Similarly, separate place has been allocated for the parents and guardians to stay during the test where they will be provided seating and other facilities.

19. The result of the Pre Entry Test will be declared within 24 hours on the official website of the University i.e. www.usindh.edu.pk

20. After the declaration of the Pre Entry Test Result, the candidates who find any objection in their result can download an editable TEST RESULT RECHECKING FORM (PDF) from the official website of the university. The same will be submitted to the Director, Sindh University Testing Center (SUTC), University of Sindh, Jamshoro-76080. Please deposit online rechecking fee of Rs. 2,000 in any nearest branch of Habib Bank Ltd. within 07 days of announcement of result and submit with your application.

21. The point buses will be plied from old campus Hyderabad, Market, City Gate, Latifabad 7 & 5, Agriculture complex, Qasimabad, Nasim Nagar, Kotri and Jamshoro Phatak at about 7.30 am on Sunday to bring the candidates to the campus.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Candidates are NOT allowed to take Calculators, Cellular Phones, Printed material, Watches having Calculators, Electronic Devices, and any kind of paper or cheating material into the test centre. Possession of any one of these will take away the candidate’s right of entry into the Test Centre and lead to his/her disqualification.

Please instruct any one accompanying you that they will not be allowed inside or near the test blocks/venues. An arrangement for waiting has been made for them separately (check the Lay out Plan on our website).

In case of any Emergency/Query/Complaint please contact

Dr. Kamran Brohi
Web Administrator
Tel. No. 022-9213-217
Cell Ph. No. 0300-837-0101
Email: info@usindh.edu.pk

Abdul Majeed Panhwer
Director Admissions
Tel. No. 022-9213-166
Cell Ph. No. 0333-357-2461
Email: dir.adms@usindh.edu.pk